
POLICE D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUDHIANA  

CLASS XI (SCIENCE) 

HOLIDAYS’ HOMEWORK 

MATHEMATICS 

 All students are instructed to open the following google form link and solve the questions  

https://forms.gle/3SsTJLjRsCQQxS6A8 

CHEMISTRY  

1.  Study the inventions of last two year Nobel Laureates of chemistry and summarize their work in 

your own words.(compulsory for all) 

2. Design a simple, safe experiment related to following topic that can be conducted at home 

 Cooking Chemistry: Investigate the effect of different baking agents on cake rise  

 Cleaning Chemistry: Compare the effectiveness of different household cleaners on various 

stains  

 Cosmatic Chemistry: Create simple homemade skin care products (like lip balm, face mask) 

and explain the chemistry behind it. 

Roll no. wise allotment  

S.No.  Class (Roll no)  Topic  

1.  XI medical (1-10) + XI Non 

Medical( 31-43)  

Cooking chemistry  

2.  XI medical (11-20)+ XI Non 

Medical(16-30) 

Cleaning chemistry 

3.  XI medical (21-23)+ XI Non 

Medical(1-15) 

Cosmatic chemistry 

 

3. Read the chapters Some Basic Concepts of Chemistry and Atomic Structure  
4. Worksheets of concerned chapters will be shared in the group and they must be solved along with the notes. 
5. Prepare the Class presentation on the given topic. 

(With special reference the questions given in the assignment) 

S.No. Roll no  Topic  

1.  XI medical (1-5) Mole concept  

2.  XI medical (6-10) Percentage composition  

3.  XI medical (11-15) Empirical and molecular 

formula  

4.  XI medical (16-23) Stochiometric Calculations  

5.  XI non-medical(1-5) Molarity and molality  

6.  XI non-medical(6-10) Mole fraction  and normality 

7.  XI non-medical(11-15) Mass % and ppm  

8.  XI non-medical(16-20) Laws of chemical combination  

9.  XI non-medical(21-25) Atomic models  

10.  XI non-medical(26-30) Development leading to Bohr’s 

model of atom  

11.  XI non-medical(31-35) Bohr’s Model of Hydrogen 

atom  

12.  XI non-medical(36-40) Quantum mechanical model of 

atom  

13.  XI non-medical(41-43) Shapes of orbitals  

14.  XI non-medical(41-43) Electronic configurations and 

exceptional configurations of 

various elements  

https://forms.gle/3SsTJLjRsCQQxS6A8


 

BIOLOGY  

 

1. Read the chapters morphology of flowering plants, anatomy of plants, structural organisation in 

animals (frog). 

2. Make notes of all these chapters and they must be shown on 5th July, 2024. 

3. Worksheets of concerned chapters will be shared in the group and they must be solved along with 

the notes. 

4. Project work will be assigned for final evaluation in practicals. It must be made in the same format 

as the pdf shared in the group. Every student will be assigned a different project. 

5. Practicals should be completed till 5th July in the format as the pdf shared. Readings should not be 

written. Only tables and diagrams along with the practicals should be made. 

 

ENGLISH 

 Your school is organising an Art Mela to effectively showcase and celebrate the cultural heritage of 

Odisha. Design a poster on an A4 size ivory sheet demonstrating your knowledge of Odisha's culture, 

promoting the event. 

 Read the chapter Silk Road and prepare five competency based questions. 

 Questions can be in the form of extracts (MCQs), short answer questions or long answer questions. 

 

PHYSICS 

Solve the given worksheet  



 
 

 

 



 
 



 

 

 

 



 

 

  


